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MARSHALL COLLEGE
COURSES OF STUDY 
NORMAL DEPARTMENT
FrnST YEARArithmetic-\\. ritten-�li I ne's Ad "a need, Eng-Iish and Composition-(Text to be selected) Hi,tory-Unite,I States-Barnes. (Fall and Winter) History-West Yirginia-Lewis. (�pri111t) Pbysiology-Hutchiuson or Tracy, Rt!adin,:t-Thc Claq"ic�, 
Arithmetic-:\.fental-Brooics. • (F'all and one-half '\"\·inter) Algebra-Milne-(One-half Winter aud all Spring) Bookkeeping-Sing-le and Double Entry-1\'les'-en·ey. Ci,·it Covernmeut-Peterman, 
SECOND YEAH 
Eul!lisb-Hil!ber Lessous in -Heed & Kelloirl!, Histon�-General-Barnes or Myers, Latin-First Year of-HarkncsR, Zoology-Holder, 
A hrebra -conti11uc<1-Milne, Botany-Gray, Chemi.,;tr_,. or I -Storer & Lincl�ey, c:,01oiry 1 -Leconte, GeoR"ra ph_r-Physical-Ectect ic. Lati,1-Ca:Aar, Cicero, VirgrJ, -Physics, 
THrno YEAR
RlJetoric and Compositiott-A, S. Hill or \Vaddy, 
3 term� 
3 tera1s 
2 terruH 
Ler111 
I term 
3 term"( 
13 
l½ term� I½ Ler111N 
I term 
1 term 
3 terms 
3 terms 
3 terms 
term 
15 
3 terms 
term 
term 
2 terms 
3 term� 
2 terms 
3 lt!rm.,. 
15 
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FOURTH YEAR 
Bcoaomlcs and 
lllatory of Education 
&tlalca and 
( -(Text 10 be selected) 
i -Painter 
Scbool Mana�ement 
I -(Text lO be selected) 
f-Wbite, 
Geometry-Plane and SoHd-Stewart, 
l,lteratare- Mathews & Meik1ejobu, part!o. 3 a net 4, 
Paycbology and I -Halleck. 
Peda1ro,ry f -White. 
Onbowraphy and Compoi.:ition tbrouj!hout the Cour1,,e. 
ACADE�1IC DEPARTME�T 
FIRST YEAR 
Arlthn1etic-\\· rillen-M ilne's Ad \"ancrd, 
En1rlloh and Compositlon-(Text to be selected) 
History United State.oii-Barncs. {Fall and \Vinter) 
Biatory-\Yest Virginia-Le,wifi, {Spring) 
Pb3.-aintoiry-Hutcbi11so11 or '!"racy. 
Rttading-The Cla..��ics. 
SECO:--<D YEAR 
Arltbmetic-M�ntal-lirooks. Wall and one-half Winter) 
Al,ebra-Milne. (One-half Winter and all Spring) 
BookkPeping- Sln!{le and Double Entry-l\1e•scn·ey. (Fall) 
CITIJ Gonrnment-Pcterman. (Winter) 
En1rllsb-Highcr Lessons in-R�ccl & Kellog!{, 
Blator)·-General-Barnes or Myers, 
Latln-FlrM Yt'ar of-Harkness. 
Geoirraphy-Physical-Eclectic. \Winter and Spring) 
THIRD YEAH 
Alsebra--con tin ued -Mi 1 uc, 
Botany-Gray. Spring) 
Geometry-Stewart, . 
Latin-C;_ei,ar, Clcero, Vi rJ,;"i t. - - -
Llteratar�-Mathews and :'d.liklejobn, parts 3 and 4, 
ltbetoric and Composition-A. R. Hill or Wadd ,. . 
Onboc-raphy and Composition tbrou1?hout the �our�e. 
J terrus 
J terms 
3 termR 
3 ternt!il 
3 ternt, 
15 
3 term1' 
3 term!'o 
2 terms 
term 
term 
3 terms 
13 
l½ terms 
1 12 tenus 
l term 
l term 
3 terms 
3 terms 
3 terms 
2 terms 
16 
3 terms 
I term 
- 3 terms 
3 terms 
- 3 terms 
3 terms 
16 
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GENERAL .PARALLEL READING COURSE-COMPULSORY 
NORMAL AND ACADE:VIIC 
FIRST YEAR 
I. Tale� from Sbake,peare. 
2. Wonderbook, 
3. Da,·id Copperfield, 
SECOND YEAR 
t Sesame and Lilies, 
2. l van hoe. 
3. Greek Reroe�, 
THIRD YEAR 
I. Autocrat of the Breakfast Table, 
2. As You Like It, 
3. Heroes and Hero Worship, 
f'OURTH YEAR 
l. Les Miserables, 
2. My Study \Vindows, 
3. Representafrt"e 1\leu, 
Lomb 
l/a:1.:thor11, 
Dicken.� 
Ru.,kiu 
Srolt 
Ki11r.•l,y 
1-/o/,,r,.c 
Sholu ..  ptnre 
Carly!, 
This Reading Course is submittP.d in the absence of the one to ha,·e been submitted by the re�u• 
larly appointed committee to arrange the course for all the Normal Schoots, and will be required of 
every student this year, unless tbe comr:uiuee make their report before school opens� September 14th. 
1897. Should the committee report before that time, the course they submit will be used inc;tead •of 
the above. Due notice will be gi,en in case of the change. 
The books will be read in the ord�r givPn, one per term, and students wilJ be examined on them 
at the reirutar term examinations. 
Victor I l116f1 
Lowd/ 
£merso11 
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SPECIAL PARALLEL READING COUR&E-COMPUL&ORY 
�OR�IAL AKD ACADEMIC 
FrnST YEAlt"Philip the 11. of Spain:· ''Cathariur- de Medici.'" -�Jesuits of North Anwrica." With U.S. Hii,tory ........ ·· 1 uPuritans in Holland, Euglaud and America.'' �Conquest of :\Iexico.', uconquest of Peru."1 One E11gJish ""'ork on the American Revolution. With State History .......... -Scudder"s -�commcrnwcalth or \"'irginia:· 
SECO:--D YEAR( -�Fifteen Decisive Battles of th€" \Vvrld_,, 
7 
I Carlyte,s '·French Revolu1io11:· Lhc-: of D1rius. Ch.•opatra. Alexander. Hannibal, Peter Ute Great, With General History ...... ·· 1 C.:esar. ::\licltael A111:elo. Raphael, )lartin Luther, :-lapoleon, Frederick the Great aud the Seven Years \Var. hAqe of Elizabeth.'" '•':l'he Crusades."' With Ci,·il Gcvcrnment. .•.•. -Woodrow ,viison's '"The St::ite:· 
THIRD YEAR With Natural Sciences ..... -- To be setect�d. l Wi i Non1111c;:e11·s ·•Historv of Rome." th Latin•••·••• .. ··• · ,... .. l uMyths of Greece and Rome ... FOCHTH YEARi!th Economics ......... ... -Gide:"j:j UPrinciples ot Political Economy:· 1th Ethic.s ... .......... -McKenzie. With Ps,·cbol l 'l"racy's '·Psycholo1t>' of. Childhood:· T• • ogy · · · · · · · · · · 1 Lan,:re·s h A ppercepuon. • �ltb Ped agog� ..... ..... -Putnam. With School !ifana1t<>menl. .. -('robe selected.) hb History of Education ... -Boone. The Sp('cia.l Courses in Readin� will bi! selected and as.;; gned indi,·idual &tudents with re[erence to their peculiar ueeds, an<l each will be re,lulred to pass examinations accordingly. Our li-,t of ref­erence texts ic;: omitt�d llere. Special r�adinq-s will be assiq-aed in otht!r studies by the teaclll'r�. 
RtAD E.Vt.RY bf.CTION OF THE. FOLLOWING CARE.FULLY 
CONCERNING THE COURSES OF STUDY 
THE NOIUIAL COl:RSE 
1. The course of work will be carried out precisely as outlined
above. 
2. The studies which continue only parts of years will be taken up
in the order named-see "Fall," "'¥inter" and "Spring" in parenthests 
to the right of same. 
3. It is especially to be desired, both for the good of the student
and for convenience, particularly in avoiding conflicts in recitations, 
that the work be done "by years" as laid down, and not by parts of the 
work of different years, at same time. This insures better satisfaction 
to all. 
4. Except by permission of the faculty 1w studeut will be allowed to
carry more than jive regular studies at one time. The evils of attempt­
ing to do double•work, both to the student, educationally and physi­
cally, and to the reputation of the school for efficiency and thorough­
ness, become more apparent every year. Mental indigestion is much 
more prevalent than the physical phase of this dreadful disease. 
5. It will be observed by reference to the first year of the Course
of Study that,Intermediate Geography, Ray's Intellectual and Practical 
Arithmetic, and Elementary Language (English), have been dropped 
from the course. Instead of these subjects, ·Milne's Advancecl Arith-
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metic and English and Composition have been inserted. Students who 
have not made sufficient progress in Arithmetic to take up this ad­
vanced text and complete it in one year, may consider themselves not 
far enough advanced to enter the Normal Schools, since but one year is 
now given to Written Arithmetic in these schools. The rest of the work 
must be done before entering. It will be observed, further, that one­
half year is given to Brooks' Mental Arithmetic in the second year of 
the course; this will include the subject matter from the 100th page to 
the close of the book. The rest of the course is sufficiently clear as to 
arrangement and requirements for admission, 
THE ACADEMIC COURSE. 
1. This course covers exactly the same ground, is arranged the
same way, requires the same qualifications as to scholarship for admis­
sion. and demands the same amount of work of the student, as the 
first three years of the Normal Course, with the following- exceptions; 
a. Zoology is omitted in the £econd year, and Physical Geography
is substituted. 
h. Physics, Chem,stry and Geology are omitted in the third year,
;lnd Geometry and Literature are substituted. 
NORMAL APPOINTMENTS. 
WHA1' THEY ARE, WHAT BENEFITS 'l'HEY CONFER, WHO l\lAY 
SECC'RF. THE�!, AND HOW. 
To many, this explanation may seem superfluous, but the experience 
of the past year revealed a surprising lack of information on the sub­
ject, even among- comparatively well-informed teachers and parents; so 
i! seems due the citizens of West Virginia who are interested in educa­
tion, to know exactly what advantages the State offers in this respect to
teachers and prospective teachers--and only these can secure appoint­
aaents. 
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This State proposes to educate, in the Norm:il Schools, free of tui­
tion, except one dollar per term of three months-three dollars per 
school year of nine months-all young men and young women who ex­
pect to become teachers, or who arc already teachers and expect to co11-
tinue in the profession, on the following conditions: 
a. They must have maae sufficient progress in their studies, before
ap�frring for appointments, to take up the work in these schools, pre­
scribed in the first year of the course of tudy. 
b. They must subscribe to the following declaration and have
same endorser! by a pa.rent or guarclian, or other responsible person: 
u1, , do declare that it is my purpost"" to become a teaclJer in the Free 
8chools ur West Virginia. and solemnly promise, that if ad milled to the Normal �clto\,l of said State. 
I will, on cur11pJetio11 of the prescribed course of studies, and withi11 a reasonable time thereafter• 
spend one year iu leaching in the F'ree Schools of this St�h�, at the usual rates of co111peusatio11 paid 
1n the schools where my sen·ices may be rendered.,. 
This declaration shall be endorsed by the father, guardian, or some 
responsible person, as follows: 
·•1 agree, in case of the failure of.... . . ........ , tht! within uam�d applicant, to 
C.Jruply with :.he pro\'islons of this declaration, so tar a� it requires Uim, or her. to spend one year in 
t.�acbing in the 1''re.c Schools of this �tatc, to cause to be paid to the Treasurer of the Executh·e CJom­
mittcc of the School which he, or sh<', may attend, tuition at the rcgnla.r rate, for such time as c;a1d 
applicant shall lla\'C been in auc-ndauce at said School. 
•1(;h-en u11der my h.1nd thi,;, da.) of..... ..189 ..... 
[Sii:r:ed] 
c. Young men must be at least fourteen years of age, and young
women. at least thirteen. 
d. The applicant must be of good moral character and be able to
pass such an examination in spelling, reading, geography, grammar 
and arithmetic as will give assurance that he is able to take up the 
work of the first year of the Normal Course. 
Examination will not be required when the applicant can show by 
work already done as teacher, or as student, that he is capable of doing 
the work required in the course without further preparation. 
To secure an appointment the applicant may write either the Coun­
ty Superintendent of the county in which he lives, or the Principal of 
the Normal School tn which the appointment is to be made. Unless 
the applicant is comparatively certain that he is able to du the wurk re-
�IAHSDALL COLLEGE 11 
41.aired, it is always better to write the County Superintendent, who is 
eapposed to know more of his qualifications, and can, therefore, with 
11eater certainty, decide whether it is necessary to require an examina­
Uott; this latter course is recommended especially to younger students. 
The benefit conferred by an apporntment, as already stated, is a 
taving of $6 per term, of tuition, the amount charged all other students. 
Only teachers and prospective teachers of this State. who expect to 
:teach in West Virginia, can secure appointments. 
Each county is allo,ved a certain number of appointees, according 
to the population. Mingo.Webster and Wyoming have the fewest, each 
being allowed 27. Kanawha has the lat,rest quota, 210. The other 
counties vary between these two extremes. There are vacancies in al­
Jla()St every county in the State. 
All appointments, after secured, must be filed with the Principal of 
the Normal School which the applicant enters. 
Graduates ot the Normal Schools may re-enter at any time, for re­
view work, µpon the recommendation of the Principal to the Board of 
Regents, who have the appointing power in this cas�. 
EXAMINATIO�S 
At the close of each term, examinations in all branches of study 
pursued that term will be held . .  The grades obtained by students at
�hese examinations, averaged with their class standing, will be recorded 
a&tbeir standing on the several branches, seventy-five per cent. on a 
lea.le of one hun<lred being the minimum pass grade. Reports are issued 
after each examination, showing the standing of pupils, deportment, 
.attendance. etc. 
Pupils shall attend all required examinations of the year, and no 
pupil shall be permitted to advance without said examination, and who
does not attain a standing of seventy-five per cent. on the same.
�ormal pupils who fail to make .an average standing of �eventy­
five per cent. shall forfeit their appointments.
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These examinations shall be in writing, or partly written and partly 
oral, and shall be conducted by the instructor in charge, under the 
supervision of the Principal. 
Pupil$ applying for Normal Diplomas shall be examined two weeks 
before commencement. 
GRADUATION, DIPLOMAS AND CERTIFICATE 
The Board of Regents will confer upon all students completing the 
work of the fourth year of the Normal Course with an average of 80 per 
cent. antl not falling below iS per cent on any one branch, a Normal 
Diploma, together with the title of Normal Graduate. Pr.;vided, no 
one shall be graduated who has not spent 01te full year in one of the 
Normal Schools of the State,-a fall, winter, and spring term, consecu­
tively, and in that order,-said full year to be either the second, third, 
or fourth year of the ce,urse, preferably the fourth. 
Those completing the work of the Academic Course with a general 
average of 80 per cent. not falling below 75 per cent on any one branch, 
will rrceive a Diploma, which will be received at the State University as 
evidence that the holder has cotnpleted work equivalent to the Prepara­
tory Course of that institution, and will entitle him to enter the college 
department without examination. 
State Certificates are issued by the tate Board of Examiners to 
Torma! graduates who have taught three consecutive years under a 
number one county certificate, two of which years immediately precede 
the year in which application for State certificate is made. 
ENROLLMENT 
Would the student know the value. in study and in practical life, 
of the inspiring effects of what is known as "college spirit," let him, as 
llIAl<SHALL COLLEGE 13 
.,,,, as possible, arid to as great extent as possible, exchange the 
ken-year" for the · 'full-year" attendance. This will not only de-
op a feeling of pride in bis work and in bis institution, but will cul­
te the invaluable habit of continuity of thought and of action in an_y 
e of work-almost a sme qua non of success in later years. The 
"ter speaks from an experience of four years of the "broken-year" 
thod and five years of the "full-year" method, the latter of which was 
-.. -npted as soon as tried, because much to be preferred from every point 
view, though he had to borrow money to meet expenses; even then it 
-... time and money saved. 
He urges the importance of this method of attending school, upon 
._erv parent who wishe, to se::id his child, and with equal emphasis, 
-,On those young men and women to whom has fallen the lot of "pay­
fllg their own way." But, whether the former or the latter method be 
chosen, either is a thousand fold better than ueither. 
It is especially desirable that all who enter at the opening of the 
fall term. indeed at the opening of any term, should enroll as earl_r as 
possible, if they would realize the best ad va:; tages in classification and 
other assignments. We call special attention to the following mt!lhod 
of enrollment which will obtain in this school for the year 1897-8: 
1. The st1:1dent will report to the principal's office in the new build­
ing immediately on arriving, unless he be sufficiently well acquainted 
ha the city. and old enough, to exercise proper judgment in the selection 
of a boarding place, without the aid of the principal. 
2. The principal will make the necessary class assignments and
tellect the required fees. 
3. Tbe student will then report to the secretary of the faculty, who
Will, upon presentation by the student of bis class assignments and the 
�ipt for his fees, enter his name upon the several class rolls, which 
lo be handed the respective teachers, and upon the general roll of 
'tlae school. 
It will be observed from the above that no student will be permitted 
tD enter any class until all dues are paid. This has been found advisa­
lle be.:ause several students, each year, "forget" to pa.7. their dues and
;the faculty have thP unplea!'ant alternati\"e of paying then:i themselves. 
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TUITION AND INCIDENT AL FEES 
All students, as stated on another page, are required to pay an met­
dental fee of $1.00 per term of three months, or fractioµ thereof. 111 
no case will this fee be refunded. This is the only fee sturlents holding 
appointments are required to pay. 
Students in the Normal Department who do nut hold appointments, 
and students in the Academic Department, are required to pay, in addi­
tion to the Sl.00 incidental fee, tuition at the rate of $6.00 per term of 
three months. Those who enter after the opening of the term will be 
required to pay from the date of entrance and not from the p.ate of the 
opening of the term; for example: If a student enter at the en,d of the 
first two weeks, and the term be exactly twelve weeks in all, he will 
pay tuition for the ten remaining weeks, which would be ten-twelfths, 
or five-sixths, of $6.00, or $5.00, plus the $1.00 incidental fee, $6.00 
in all, instead of $7.00, for the rest of the term. Again, suppose he en­
ter two weeks before the close of the term; in this case he wotJld pay 
two-twelfths, or one-sixth (if the term were.exactly three months) of 
$6.00 or Sl.00, plus the $1.00 incidental fee, or $2.00 in all, for the, 
· two weeks. It will be readily seen from this j:hat all students must pay
th� $1.00 incidental fee as soon as enrolled, even if they attend but one
week or less of the last of the term, and that this $1.00 is never refund­
ed; but that tuition is paid pro rata, ij he enter after the opening; of
the term. Ftirther,-1wte carefully this s(atement,-should a student
enter at the opening of the term he will be· required to pay tuition for
the full term, (unless, of course, he hold an appointment,) anct"' should
he withdraw from the school before the close of the term, said tuition
will not be refunded, except in cases of protracted severe illness
extending over a period of four weeks, or in cases of suspension or ex­
pulsion, in which cases the charges will be pro rata.,
In brief, school fees are as follows; 
For all students, per term of three months, or fraction thereof, in­
cidental fee, $1.00. 
For Academic students and Normal students not holding appoint-
MAHSHALL co::.LEGE 15 
ments from the State, in addition to the $1.00 per term for incidental 
fee. tuition at the rate of S6.00 per term. 
The explan·at<ions above have been full because so many students 
enter school with wrohg impressions on this subject, an:i feel disap· 
pointed, perhaps tem?orarily embarrassed in a financial way sometimes, 
when they fit1d they have misinterpreted the wordiag of the catalogue. 
OTHER EXPENSES-HOARD I� THE CITY 
Students for the past year ha\·e been able to secure good board in 
good homes in some parts of the city at Sl0 per month, where there 
were two or more together, and at least two in a room. This included 
good rooms and the use of the parlor to entertain their company. The 
parents in these homes have received the students very kindly, and 
treated them almost like their own children when the students proved 
themselves worthy of parental interest and treatment. 
In other parts of the city, and in homes in the samt! part of the 
city as those in which S10 board was se::urcd, very good families gave 
board at Sll;on about the same terms as in the above. Iu these the· 
houses were usually more expensive-not always, how, ver-and rents 
were consequently higher. 
The more customary rate, however, for room and board in good 
families, was Sl2 per month. While this seems little enough, it must 
not be forgotton by our good people of Hunting'.on that when money is 
scarce. it is usually scarcest with that class of people represented by our 
students who come from a distance, the substantial, thrifty, self-sacri­
ficing citizens from the rural districts; that o:ie or two dollars p;:,r 
month means much to an_v one whose dollars come it �he sacrifice of 
the amount of time and labor required of those outside of money cen­
ters and manufacturing distticts; that to the young men and women 
who teach five m::nths of the year at a salary (?) of S18 to S30 per 
month. and are ob'liged to rely, upLn this as sufficient to clothe and 
school them-for ·nine-tenths of them nobly giye the rest of their time 
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and s<!rvice to their parents for no other consideration than the obliga­
tions of a faithful son and daughter to their parents; that board, 
the very best of table board, good rooms, and all the comforts of a coun­
try or village home, can be had by these young people at summer 
schools near home at from $6 to $10 per month; and, finally, that for 
every dollar charged students from a distance, above SlO per month, a 
loss of at least fifty students per year to this institution results, which 
means a loss of $10 x 10 x 50=$5,000 to the business interests of Hunt­
ington. We have made our estimate far below what letters from these 
people who wish to come to the State Normal at this place would indi­
cate, but we wish to be conservative. 
Were money not so scarce, the question would assume an entirely 
different aspect. 
BOARD I� THE DORMITORY 
It is expected that the new addition to the dormitory will be com· 
plcted by the time school opens in September, thus affording room for 
about seventy-five girls, instead of twenty-five, as now arranged. This 
department is under the direction of an experienced and cultured lady, 
who has exclusive control of the boarding department. The Principal 
of the school and two or more assistants always board in the dormitory, 
and to them is committed the duty of looking after the comforts and 
social liberties of the girls, as well as all other interests the authorities 
of a boarding school are expected to husb;rnd. Girls committed to our 
care in the dormitory will be as carefully looked after as if they were 
our own children. Parents need have no fears on this score. Their 
daughters will be well cared for. Only birls are permitted to board in 
the dormitory. 
The rooms are nicely carpeted, handsomely papered, heated by the 
''warm air" system, lighted with gas (the Wellsbach burner being 
used) and each floor has a toilet room and warm and cold water baths. 
No pains have been spared to make the girls as comfortahle as they 
... 
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could be at home; this in addition to their social and educational ad• 
vantages. 
In the basement are large, comfortable rooms, stoves, etc., where 
the girls may do any or all of th.cir laundry work, should they elect to 
add this feature as a part of their physical culture and education in 
domestic economy. 
TEXT BOOKS. 
Several students entered the school, within the past year, with the 
impression that we furnish ".free text books." 
This is not the case. In a great many instances students sell thrir 
books when they ha,·e done with them, these books being hantled over 
to the Principal to sell at whatever rate he may deem just. In this way 
many students are furnished with text books, seldom at more than half 
the original cost, and usually at less than half cost. When a numher 
of books of the same kind are in demand, and the students prefer second­
hand ones, we make orders from a second-hand book house and thus 
furnish books at greatly reduced rates. This, however, is not often 
done, because most students prefer new books. 
By reference to the Courses of Study in the front part oi the catd­
logue, not only will the hsts of studies used in the Normal and the 
Academic Courses be found, but, except in very few instances where 
tc:xts arc) et "to be selected," the name of the author of the text, also, 
so that students may purchase texts before coming t:, school, if they 
prefer. 
DE.PARTME.NT Of MU61C 
Music, as a part of the Normal and Academic Courses of tudy, 
has been dropped. 
This makes the Department of Music entirely independent of the 
regular work of the school. 
The work in Music consists of Vocal and Instrumental instruction, 
one or both, as the student may elect. 
The rates arc as follows: Instruction on the Piano, 24 lessons, 
$10.50; use of Piano, per term of 24 Jes ·ons, $1.50; Instruction in Vocal 
Music, 24 lessons, $12.00. All collections must be made by the teacher, 
she rttaining all fees except the $1.50 per term for use of piano in prac­
tice, which she must pay iu advance to the Principal, to the credit of 
the general fund of the school. 
The teacher must look after the tuning of the instruments she uses, 
and pay for same out of her own-earnings. A large, well lighted room, 
on the third floor of the Dormitory, is set apart for the exclusive u,e of 
the work of the music teacher. There are thre<' pianos in the building. 
This department is entirely in the hands of the teacher, the Prin­
cipal exercising only supervisory control, preferring not to interfere in 
any way. save when the interests of the institution are involved; he re­
sen·es the right, however, to exercise control to whatever extent may 
seem essential to the welfare of the school, be that what it may, and to 
whatenr extreme the case may justify: 
No pains are being spared to secure, for the coming year, the best 
a,·ailable talent possible. All who desiri> to take work in this line are 
assured in advance that the teacher will he first-class, for only such 
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shall we select, and that the advantage�, by way of practice, etc., will 
be, in every way, second to none other in the State. 
The position is one in which the teacher receives no monetary con­
sideration save as she collects it from her;pupils; these will be numbered 
according to the energy and talent shown by the lady to be selected for 
this place. 
The music teacher will be required to,preside at the organ during 
chapel exercises each morning, in consideration of the school's furnish­
ing her a musk room and instruments free of rent, and to assist in any 
general exercises of the school requiring her aid. 
DE.PARTME.NT OF ELOCUTION AND PHY&ICAL CULTURE. 
This department, like that of Music, is independent of the regular 
work of the school, the charges being: For Elocution, per term of 24 
lessons, $10.00; for Physical Culture, per term of 24·lessons, in classes, 
$3.50. 
TE.ACHE.Rb' TRAINING DE.PARTME.NT 
MODEL CLASS. 
This special department, although anticipated in the very name of 
this institution-"State Normal School"-has been given something of 
definite shape only within the past year; not so much in the strictly 
paidological sense of the expression, howeyer, as tn the practical appli­
cation of those basic principles laid down in the courses taught in 
Psychology, Pedagogy, ,School Management and Ethic.s. 
The commendable interest and zeal shown by almcst the entire 
class in the study of Psychology at the opening of s..:hool last year led 
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us to organi:,;c what we have bc�n pleased to dignify with the somewhat 
questionable title of "'.rhe Model Class," especially for the benefit of 
the members of the senior class. Dircrtly, the objects of this class 
were, practice and drills in teaching children, in the light of informa­
tion gleaned by the student from the professional subjects studied dur­
ing the senior year; indirectly, or incidentally, our object was the prac­
tical study of maturer child-life with reference to school-work, such as 
the adaptability of the child-mind, male and female, respectively, to the 
work it is expected by almost everybody to master at certain ages, and 
some work which only the few insist that it should master at these ages. 
Th is class was com posed of five girls and five boys of the fourth 
reader grade, representing widely different characteristics, tempera­
ments, talents, likes and dislikes. It was, indeed, truly a representative 
class of children, and afforded a wide scope fo:· the study and applica­
tion of pedagogical principles. In addition to the subjects usually 
taught children of this age, they were given German as a test in lin­
guistic training, the results in which work richly justified the experi­
ment as not only feasible, but remarkably wccessful, the work being a 
combination of the conversational, and the ''sentence method" in read­
ing. E.1ch study was placed under the supervision of a member of the 
regular faculty. who not only exercised a general oversight of the work 
in that branch, but assigned it to the members of the normal senior 
class in rotation, criticising closely and unsparingly the methods used. 
and the general mode of recitation, including discipline. By this plan 
those members of the graduating class who gave promise of successful 
work as teachers were easily selected, and little room was left for mis­
take in recommendations when they went forth to teach. It is no dis­
paragement to the class to say ''they were not all born teachers," nor 
yet to predict that only a few of them will make teaching their life work. 
The ad.rnutages and benefits to the senior class of the '·Model 
Class", directly, and to the faculty as a means of discovering the weak­
nesses of the seniors as prospective teachers, and remedying these as far 
as possible in advance, were many fold in excess of the inconveniences 
and additional work it imposed upon the faculty. 
We deem it but due the teachers to say that they assumed this ad-
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dilional labor with that 1.eal, that interest in our students, that has 
characterized their work in every way during the past year. 
With a view to continuing the work of this department, and, at 
same time, not adding more work to the already burdensome tasks im­
posed upon the teachers in our normal schools, we secured an appropria 
tion for this State Normal School and expect to put the model class 
work entirely under thr supervision of the special teacher thus pro,·ided 
for, who will be chosen because of her previous special training for this 
kind of work. 
To the Model Class department already organized, it is proposed to 
add one and one-half hour's work each day, for the benefit of the sen­
iors, by way of an "Infant Training Class," a small class of five-year-old 
children. This work, of course, will have for its object, the teaching of 
beginners in the presence of the senior class, by a teacher espe::ially 
trained for it, and, to some extent, practical exercise for the seniors m 
this line under the direction and criticisms of the spec'al teacher. 
These normal departments, supplemented by the work outlined in 
the following sections, cannot but materially improve the opportunities 
for training. these '>chools are supposed to offer teachers. 
TEST RECITATIOKS. 
In addition to the training work outlined in the preceding section, 
"test recit:.itiuns'' in all the subjects contemplated in the work our grad­
uaks are suppo<;ed to b� able to teach when they lea ,·e the normal 
schools, are conducted weekly by a senior, in the presence of the faculty 
and entire senior class. The subjects for these recitations are selected 
with a view to testing not only the methods used, but, as well, the fa­
miliarity of the senior witli the subject; they are selected, also, with a 
view to testing the ability d the senior in arranging- the subject matter 
under the proper headings and sub-headings; in short, they are intended to 
test the qualities of the student-teacher, and so put the faculty in pos­
session of information essential in aiding and developing the "teacher 
• • 
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to be.,. These recitations are usually conducted on Tuesday, at an bour 
peculiarly suited for as full attendance of the faculty as possible, and 
the hour for general criticism is fixed for the following Thursday, at a 
correspondingly opportune time for fuil attendance on the part of the 
faculty. One member of the senior class and one member of the faculty 
are appointed, at the close of the recitation-not at the opening-to dis­
cuss its merits and demerits, after which the subject is open to general 
criticism. These exercises proved, as we have reason to believe, espec­
i:illy beneficial to the senior class during the past year, and were always 
characterized by the closest attention and most commendable interest. 
l\IETHODS 
At intervals of one month the senior class is required to med one 
or more members of the faculty for special work in Methods. These 
meetings are opened by a member of the class, who reads a paper on. or 
discusses from notes, or from memory, as he may elect, methods ot 
teaching the elementary branches not included in the Normal Course of 
Study. The opening exercise is followed by general discussions and by 
practical illustrations of different methods. 
The entire work of the training department is based upon the gen­
eral plan used by the distinguished leader of pedagogical training in 
Germany, Dr. Rein, under whom we had the rare good fortune to study. 
DE.PARTME.NT Of NATURAL SCIE.NCE. 
The subjects in this course include Chemistry, Physics, Geology, 
Physiology, Zoology, Botany and Physical Geography, this last branch 
of study supplemented with frequent talks on Astronomy and required 
readings on the subject. Astronomy is not one of the regular subjects 
.... 
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taught in the course, nor is it taught here as such; but only to better 
illustrate many of the principles of Physical Geography. 
To m:ike the instruction in Physical and Chemical Science more 
practical and useful, as well as more interesting, we secured an extra 
appropri2tion by the legislature for the purchase of additional apparatus 
and laboratory equipments and furnishings, including a large glass case 
for the physical and chemical apparatus t a dark case for the chemicals, 
and a pneumatic trough of the latest model, with all the necessary gas 
and water connections. "\¥ith these conveniences, and with a new sup­
ply of chemical and physical apparatus, we feel that exceptionally good 
opportunities are furnished young men and women for the somewhat 
thorough study of these useful and interesting subjects. 
In the line of Zoology we have apparatus for illustrating the more 
interesting phasES of the subject, and the teacher is exceptionally well 
skilled in the work of vivisection and preparing skeletons for illustrat­
ing this and kindred branches of work . The class in Zoology has prov­
en one of the most interesting in the entire course, because of the 
amount of practical work, by way of illustrating the more important 
topics, the teacher has done. 
The same teacher has taught the class in Physiology, and made this 
subject equally interesting and useful to the student by means of the 
,amount of extra work done to develop phases of the subject ce,mmonly 
left untouched because they cannot be successfully presented without 
apparatus and considerable natural skil 1. 
Physical Geography is now taught to a much greater advantage 
than formerl_r, because of the addition to our apparatus of a liberal sup­
ply of maps illustrating new features of this subject. 
Geology is in its infancy as a part of our course, most students having 
elected Chemistry as an alternate study; but this year a case of speci­
mens coJJected from different parts of this country and from several in­
teresting geological centers in Europe, will be furnished the class for 
use in developing an interest in a department which we propose to make 
second to none in point of thoroughness and amount and variety of ap­
paratus in our institution. 
Already arrangements are on foot for ccllecting a large School 
J 
I 
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Ilerbarium for the convenience of students in the department of Botany, 
which is one of our natural science studies that is thoroughly well 
taught, and in which there is no lack of interest, whate\'er. Some of 
the printe herbariums of the students this year excelled those of any 
we have e,·er seen outside 6f the collections of specialists. They were 
not only full, widely selected and representative of the flora of South­
eastern Ohio, Southwestern West Virginia anti Northwestern Kentucky, 
but were mounted in a way that showed skill and thoroughness on the 
part of teacher and pupil, and would have done credit to a much more 
pretentious institution. 
DcPARTMcNT Of HISTORY 
The purely perfunctory way of tcachinir this subject that obtains 
in most schools-in nearly all schools outside of those having specialists 
as instru-::tors-to a very considerable degree, has given this splendid 
department of study not only a place wholly unworthy its dignity and 
importance in the category of studies, but has degra<le<l it in the eyes 
of these who appreciate it, robbed it of its beauty, its utility, and its. 
cultural rnlue, and made the studr of it actual drudgery instead of a 
real delight as 1t deserves to be, and as it would be, if properly taught, 
to the student. Year in and year out , in the public schools of this 
State, one author, with semi-decade alternations, has been the master 
and moulder of historical opinions for the rising generations, mu! .for 
Ilic majority of our teachers. The unfortunate results of this ha\'e nec­
essarily been, narrowness of view, "straight-jacket" prejudices, illiber­
ality of national sentiment, extreme selfishness of citizenship, exagger­
ated opinions of our own government, partisan estimates of men and of 
measures, a fanatic tendency toward maxim:zing the greatness of our 
national independence and minimizing the broader, nobler principle of 
national interdependence. Efforts on the part of would-be promoters of 
interest in the study of United States History have been directed at right 
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angles to, instead of parallel to, lines of work which would develop a fond­
ness for the subject in its broadest, most elevating phase-bickerings con­
cerning sectional views taking the place of united effort to treat the 
matter from a national and eyen international standpoint. Be it said 
to the discredit of more than one author and more than one organizatrnn 
of men in more than 01u section of this country, th:::.t if their efforts at 
developing a genuine interest in the study of the History of Our Country 
had been and were now based upon the nobler principles of truth and 
national unity, instead of prejudice and self-laudation, we might hope 
fo� an immediate reviva1 in the study of history commensurate with its 
dignity and its demands. To the teachers of history in America must 
we look hereafter for this revival, and we can look there for it only 1n 
the hope that they will ignore autlt0rs in favor of authority, polzcies in 
favor of principles, falsehood in favor of truth, the petty prejudices and 
sectional phases of liistory in favor of those historical facts which under­
lie a correct study of the subject. The only way to study liistory is to 
study !tzstories. By this method alone can we arrive at the truth and 
philosophy of history-and the State contemplates nothing else. 
In our institution we have realized the necessity of more thorough 
work along this line, and have accordingly determined to reorganize it. 
By reference to our Special Parallel Reading Course, on page 7 
of this catalogue, it will be seen that hereafter no student will be per­
mitted to pass the first year of our course of study without reading at 
least the seven works named there to be read in connection with United 
States History-about twelve volumes in all-and passing such an ex­
amination on them as will show that he has not only read them, but 
read them carefully. This reading will be done under the direction of 
the teacher, who will, in advance, call attention to those portions of 
these books, the subject matter of which is intimately connected with 
the history of the United States, thus teaching the pupil to read not 
only intelligently, but connectedly and. philosophically. In addition to­
the books here named, a large list of reference texts and historical Ii ter2-
ture will be at the disposal of the pupil, and, so far as he is able, he 
will be encouraged to purchase, for his own private use1 as many of 
these as possible. 
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Among the reference texts will be included all tht; standard works 
of the day. We include one English text on the American Revolution 
for reasons evident to all students of history. Besides the reference 
texts, other reference books will be placed at the disposal of the pupil. 
These last will include chiefly those portions of European History which 
ha,·e influenced the history of our own country. A taste for individual 
research once deYelopcd-and this is our main object-the success of the 
pupil is insured. 
The same plan of work will obtain in the study of General History 
and State History. This scheme of elaboration may seem somewhat 
o,·erdrawn, if not understood, but when it is remembered that ignora�ce 
of the history of our own country is perhaps the most glaring imperfection 
in the education of American children, and that in the more elementary 
grades of secondary education the finishing touches are to be given this 
study, after which nine-tenths of the student body will never pursue the 
subject further, and that the thoroughness of the study of history in our 
public schools depends upon the thoroughness of the teacher, surely it 
will be admitted that better work should be begun in those schools of 
the State which arc expected to educate and to train teachers to teach. 
DE.PARTME.NT OF E.NGLISH 
English in the form of Spelling in connection with Composition, 
Reading the Classics, English Grammar, Higher Lessons in English, 
Etymology and Word Analysis, Rhetoric and Literature, will be taught. 
The Spelling and Composition will be a four-year course, students be­
ing required to continue these subjects as long as they remain in the 
school. In addition to these, careful drill in reading the simpler class­
ics will be continued through the first year, and along with it a text for 
drill in practical English, including- the more elementary principles of 
Grammar and Rhetoric. Reed and Kellogg's Higher Lessons in Eng-
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lish will take the place of this last named text in the second year, 
Rhetoric in the third, and Literature in the fourth. The work in Rhet­
oric has been changed from a two-thirds year to a full-year course, and 
will now be supplemented with practical exerdses covering a course of 
short readings selected from all the authors whose writings make them 
models for rhetorical study. This will be one of the most practical 
year's work in the entire normal course. 
Literature-English and American-take� the place of Rhetoric in 
the fourth year. This will be the fullest year's work in the English 
course, covering, as it will, individual readings from all the masters, as 
well as much general class work along the lines of critical readings, 
scanning, special composition, etc., etc. In short, we shall aim to make 
this a year of careful, thorough lilerary training:· 
DtPARTMtNT OF MODtRN LANGUAGt 
By the action of the Board of Regents last spring, German, the 
only modern language taught in our courses, was omitted. This elimi­
nates it from our category of compulsory, or even optional, studies, save 
to the extent it is given the Model Class as a part of our "model train­
ing," and this outside of regular school hours. Hereafter, German can 
be given, and French also, only as private studies, outside of regular 
school hours; but since the demand for it in this institution is from 
such a considerable number of students, we shall organize, for the com­
ing year, a "German Conversational and Reading Course" for the ac­
commodation of all who wish to pursue this study, and shall arrange it 
so that the work will not only be pleasant and profitable, but will in no 
way conflict with the regular work of the school, it being entirely out­
side of schedule hours for the :'formal and Academic classes. 
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DtPARTMtNT Of ANCltNT LANGUAGt 
Greek has been omitted from our Academic Course, thus lea,·ing 
Latin .tlone to represent this department. The work ia this study cov­
ers a course of two year , during which time the first book of Latin and 
at least two books each of Ccesar's Gallic Wars, Cicero's Orations 
against Cataline, and Virgil's Aeneid will be read. Practical work in 
the Grammar will be continued throughout the· two ,ears, special atten­
tion being given to declension, conjugation. the Subjunctive, Indirect 
Discourse, the Gerund and Gerundive, and other features of the work 
especially valuable t� the student in private reading after he leaves 
school, in teaching, and in his college work. 
DtPARTMtNT Of MATHtMATICS 
This department includes the following: 
First year, Milne's Advanced Arithmetic; second year, first half of 
the year, Brooks' Mental Arithmetic from the one-bu ndredth page to 
the end of the book; second half of the year, Milne's Advanced Alge­
bra; third year, Milne's Advanced Algebra completed; fourth year, 
Stewart's Geometry, plane, solid and spherical. 
All the worl< in 1',lathematics is to be supplemented with special and 
frequent drills and tests in problems involving the more important prin- # 
ciples. Notwithstanding the fact that more time is spent in the public 
schools on English and Arithmetic than 011 all other subjects combined, 
and notwithstanding the statement of Dr. E. E. White, whose opinions 
we respect as those of very few other American educators because of h-is 
broad experience, splendid talents and fine scholarship--we refer to the 
Doctor's criticism of the Committee of Ten with reference to arithmetic, 
in which he says this subject is better taught than perhaps any other 
subject in our public schools-we sincerely belieYe that, so far as sue-
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cessful teaclzmg is concerned, English is the most poorly taught subject, 
and arithmetic next. That children are taught to "solve problems'' we 
shall not question; but we hazard the somewhat radical statement that 
"soh·ing problems" is the szt1m1mm totum of the work usually accom­
plished not only in the public schools, but in all sclzools, with the rarest 
exceptions, and our own individual work in this line in past years was 
not among the exceptions; again, we insist that more time is lost in the 
study of arithmetic than in all other studies combined; the cultural, the 
intellectucl, the scientific value of study is almost lost sight 0f in this 
branch of work, all being sacrificed to the one mechanical thing-"solv­
ing problems,'' "solvi1tg problems." This institution aims to so teach 
the students and so train the teachers that this common fault may be 
remedied, and, accordingly, more than one-third of the time usually 
spent in the study of arithmetic, saved for other equally important work. 
Instead of spending weeks on mensuration of solids, and a few kindred 
subjects, this work is referred, after brief, practical exercises, to its 
proper place, Geometry. 
Mental Arithmetic is emphasized as of chief importance in the study 
of arilhm:tic in g�n:!rai. 
BOOK-KEEPIKG 
This branch is taught by the President of Marshall Business Col­
lege, who is not only professional, but acknowledged authority on this 
si:bject. In this line our students ha,·e the exceptional ach·antages of 
instruction, not by an amateur, but by a college-bred and thoroughly 
trained b00k-keeper. 
PENMANSHIP 
This branch of study is taught by the professional penman in the 
Business College, a young man who makes thi subject a specialty. 
Any one will readily see the advantages we offer in the departments of 
book-keeping and penmanship. 
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The Marshall Business College is an institution separate and dis­
tinct from the Marshall College State Normal School, financially and 
organically; but it occupies rooms in our buildings, and its students are 
allowed all the educational advantages of our own in consideration of 
the faculty of that institution's doing the work in Book-keeping and Pen­
manship in the ormal School. 
ECONOMICS 
This subject will be taught in part by text-book and in part by short 
lectures on branches of the work deemed most important, including Money, 
Wages, Labor Organizations, Commerce in its Various Forms, Sccial­
ism, etc., etc. Practical work will be done along a few lines, including 
statistical collections from narrower fields of observation, in order that 
the student may learn to obsen·e, investigate and compare for himself, 
and systematically arrange and tabulate results. This will include 
some ''field work" under the direction of the instructor, such as visits to 
various manufacturing establishments where data under the head of 
"division of labor," "skilled labor," "labor unions," "wages," "salary," 
''corporations," etc., may be collected, and the more interesting features 
of the study exemplified. 
PROFtcScSIONAL DtPARTMtNT 
This department includes History of Education, Psychology, Eth­
ics, Pedagogy and School Management, about one-half year being de­
voted to each. Because of the professional character of the work of 
this, the fourth year ot the course, it is especially important that the 
members of the classes in these studies be in attendance the entire year. 
The work is such that no amount of home study, or preparation for ex-
.. 
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amination by way of gorging, can compensate for the loss caused by 
absence from regular class work. It is not a case where examination is 
a test of proficiency-if it ever be-examination bemg the last and least 
consideration. It is tlw work done in class, the discussions, the illus­
trations, the exchange of opinions, the tests, the drills, etc., that count 
in fa\·or of the student here. No examination could be accepted as an 
equirnlent of class ·work during this year, nor could anything take tbe 
place of constant attendance when it comes to recommending a teacher, 
though we would be compelled to accept the examination if the stu<lent 
had .:omplied previously with the "one full year" attendance rule. 
The fall and one-half the winter term will be given to Psychology, 
Economics and History of Education, to be followed respectively by 
Ethics, School Management and Pedagogy, instead of coming in the 
order gi\'en on page 5 of the Course of Study. The classes in these 
subjects will be taught by the Principal, who will require quite an 
amount of parallel reading, and will ha,·e at the disposal of the class a 
number of reference texts on these subjects, the nucleus of a professional 
library having already taken definite shape. 
The practical work to be done in connection with these studies has 
been outlined on preceding pages, under the wb-headings, "ivlodel 
Class," "Test Recitations" and ''Methods." In addition to the work 
outlined there, frequent simple experiments are made along the lines of 
''physical defects in education" and kindred fields of observation in 
which the student can see, feel, hear, etc., for himself. This is a most 
interesting year's work and one that no .roung man or young woman can 
afford to miss, if he or she would get the benefits of the pecial training 
we are aiming to do for teachers. 
... 
GE.NE.RAL RE.MARKS 
CREDIT FOR WORK DONE ELSEWHERE 
We have learned that teachers of various schools of a more or less 
private character throughout the State have adyertised that their work 
will be accepted at the Normal Schools. We ha\·e accepted a few cred­
its coming from men who have done work in the Normal Schools, and 
would have been glad to accept more had we felt it wise so to do; but, 
most of the criticisms against the work of the State Normals heretofore; 
as we have lately learned, are based upon the observations of those to 
whose interest it is to criticise adversely, and have reference especially 
to the lack.of proficiency in the more elementary branches taught in 
these schools. Concerning the justness of these criticisms we have 
nothing to say, for we know nothing, sav.: tltis one t!ti11g: In a few in­
stances we have seen tests made, most of which were fa\·orable; but one 
case was especially interesting because it was a case where all the work 
of the m::ire elementary part of the course was done outside of these 
schools-a case of accepted credits. The student made a mos/creditable 
showing in the higher branches, but in the more elementary he fell far 
behind. Investigation revealed the facts as above stated-that the 
work in these branches was not done in that Normal School. We do 
not claim that this is always the case, nor have we a right to infer that 
it is true in any number of cases, but it affords us a safe line of action 
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'th reference to these criticisms, and that is: Henceforth we shall be 
'Sjonsible jor work tlwt -:ve do, only; lzence, we slzall accept work done 
w, no schovl save those wltich have been examined by the Board oj Regents 
•f tlle Normal Sclwnls, and have been oj/icially recommended to us, and
nen in t/zese cases we reserve the right to test this work by examination if
111e deem it well, and to require it revie-:ved under our directzou s/101tld
,aid examination prove it necessary.
Some of our good teachers in private schools may deem these ex­
treme grounds, but due consideration will not justify this view of it. 
It is simply a case where we, as the representative of a State institution, 
send forth graduates whom the State has a right to expect not only 
wholly worthy thi3 honor, but fully capable to teach the subjects in­
cluded in our curriculum. We reserve the further right (and shall in­
sist upon it) to require examinations in the branches coming below the 
work of our first year, in case we have reason to doubt the proficiency of 
any student in these subjects, especially Geography, and will not per­
mit said student to graduate till he hils given satisfactor_y evidence of 
reasonable proficiency in them. 
Realizing the nature and weight of the obligations thus imposed 
upon us by virtue of our relations to the State, we shall be responsible 
hereaftar solely for what we do and what the State has said, through its 
Regents, it is willing to accept as credit on the course of work assigned 
us. This means no reflection·, whatever, upon the wo:-k of any other 
school, nor any pre ten tions as to especial proficiency in our own; i_t is 
simply a case of self-protection, and of locating responsibility where it 
belongs; if it belong else.vhere, it should be so known; but since we 
must bear it, we must "read the document carefully ourselves before we 
sign it." 
In conclusion: There is not a school in the Statt that has the right 
to advertise that its work will be accepted in any of the State institu­
tions unless it has previously obtained permission from the Regents or 
those institutions. We sincerely hope that all deserving schools will 
put themselves in this relation to the Normal Schools, for we are sin­
cerely in favor of harmony and s_,stem in our school work in West Vir­
ginia. 
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TIME TO ENTER SCHOOL 
On preceding pages we have spoken of the advantages of full-year 
attendance, and entrance promptly at the opening of the term. The 
importance of both these suggestions is known only to the teachers and 
to those who have had experience. 
We beg to call particular attention to the matter of entering- school 
on the openiug day. This day is set apart for putting the school in 
running order, and any thoughtful student who can enter at this time 
will save us th·e inconvenience that necessarily follows irregular entran­
ces; it not only puts the student at a disadvantage in the assignment of 
classes, but unnecessarily continues the drudgery incident t" entrance. 
Enter lite .first day o;- the term, ij possible. 
Of course, pupils may enter at ,any time, and we shall insure them 
the best possible class assignments when they do enter; we simply insist 
on entrance at the opening of a term, as best for all, especially for the 
pupil, 
DISCIPLINE 
Perhaps our ideas of discipline are wholly at variance with those 
entertained by better authorities, but they are our own, and for that 
reason are better suited to our work than borrowed ones. We assume 
the following, to start with: 
1. All government of men and women that is not self-government,
is not only un-American, but unnatural. 
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2. It is as dishonorable in a student to conceal wrong and crime in
an educational institution as it is to conceal it from the State. 
3. It is h9norable, courageous, and right, for young men and wo­
men to report every offense against the welfare of a school, to the pro­
per authorities. 
4. "Tattlin2"'' the truth in school, if the truth be an offense against
that school, is noble; concealing it, is a crime, and the concealer is 
morally particcps crimiuis. 
5. Bitter words never bettered a soul.
6. Anger and chastisement harmonize under no circumstances.
7. Manifestation of anger in class is 11ever justifiable in a teacher.
8. Publicity of correction or counsel, in school, usually hardens
the offender and unduly magnifies the offense. 
9. Chastisement that leaves the chastised embittered seldom bene­
fits any oue. 
10. Merits and demerits, save as they arc the result of considerate
reflection, and recorded by the one deserving them in his own mind, are 
the tools of machinists and weakling disciplinarians. 
11. In direct proportion as the teacher inspires self-control by
high ideals of decorum, the needs of discipline disappear. 
12. Dignity in bearing and in speech, coolness under all circum­
stances, firmness and frankness free from haughtiness, quick to see but 
slow to reprimand, caution in imputing or impugning motives, the 
teacher the model, and all the "rules" exemplific-d in him-the school 
governs itself. 
The young man or young woman who enters a Normal School with 
a view to becoming a teacher needs no discipline save a quiet invitation 
to go home as soon as he or she proves unworthy of confidence and in­
capable of self-control. The standard cf deportment in a Normal 
School is the highest of all school stand.ards of deportment, because it 
is a school Jor teachers. 
We shall expect our students to be ladies and gentlemen, or at once 
'Withdraw from sch::iol. 
The use of tobacco in any form 011 the school grounds, -:uill be regard­
ed suffecicnt reason for droppi11g the name oj a pupil from lite roll. 
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RtQUISITE.S FOR ADMISSION 
Any one desiring to enter the Normal Schools hereafter will please 
not to forget that our work in these schools begins with Higher Arith­
metic in Mathematics, that the applicant is supposed to have com­
pleted Geography, Language Lessons, and all parallel studies, and that 
he must pass an entrance examin.1tion on these branches if we have any 
doubt as to his proficiency in them. It goes without saying that he 
must be of good reputation. 
No student whose name has, for any reason, been dropped from the 
roll of another Normal School, can enter this school save upon the same 
conditions upon which he could re-enter the school from which his name 
was dropped. 
ADVANTAGE.S 
DORMITORY 
The new Sl2,000 addition to be built to our dormitory this summer 
enables us to accommodate about seventy-fi,·e girls. The rooms are 
handsomely finished, are heated by warm air-it is proposed to change 
the system t:> hot water-furnished throughout with illuminating gas, 
and hot and cold baths are on every floor. 
The dormitory is located on an oblong knoll, elevated about twenty­
five to forty feet above the surrounding bottoms, making the location 
not only very healthful, but, with its surrounding trees-majestic oaks, 
beech, elm, sycomorz and poplar-most beautiful and attractive. 
The Principal and his "Wife live in the building and have general 
oversight over the boarders. One or more lady teachers board here also, 
and assist in looking after the comforts of the lady students. All take 
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their meals together. The boarding department proper-the table 
board-is managed by a cultivated lady. who has had ,·aluable experi­
ence in this work. 
Friday night, from 8:00 to 10:00, is the only time the young ladies 
may receive gentleman company, and then only when it is agreeable to 
the wishes of parents; they arc not allowed to leave the school 
grounds without permission, and some older person in the building ac­
co,npanies them tu church. No rigid rules out of harmony with the 
simplest regulations of home life arc enforced. 
The healthfulness of the premises is celebrated, no serious case of 
sickness having been recorded for years. It is a model location. 
The ladies are required to furnish their bedding, napkins, towels 
and pillows, the State furnishing bedsteads, spring mattresses, wash­
stand and sets, bureaus, chairs, tables, etc. The rates heretofore have 
been $12.0(J per month of four weeks, payable in advance, always; this 
year, as soon as the number of boarders has reached fifteen, the board 
will be reduced to $11.00 per month, which is divided as follows: 
$10.U0 per month of four werks to the matron. and $1.00 per month 
of four weeks to the State for use of room, which includes water, light, 
fuel, etc. 
The Sl.00 is paid to the Principal to the credit of the Incidental 
School Fund. ALL PAY'.\rnNTS DUE IN ADVANCF.. If not paid promptly, 
bills will be sent, except where special arrangements are made. 'fhis 
is not do::ie as a hardship, but because, in many cases, birls spend money 
sent them for board in a careless way, unless handed over to the matron 
at once. It i always better to send money direct to the matron, or to 
the Principal, and let them receipt for it to the parent. and the child to 
the Princip,tl or matron, as it draws the spending money for use. 
Should parents or young ladies wish to make inquiries in acl,·ance 
concerning the board and other con,·eniences in the dormitory, we
Would respectfully direct them to write the young ladies who boarded 
here last year, or their parents. Among the former are Miss Roy Biggs, 
Greenup. Ky.; Miss Coelina Miller, Barboursdlle, W. Va.; �Iiss Re­
bekah Cocke, t. Albans, W. Va.; Miss Essie Hill, Hill, W. \'a.; l\Iis
Viola Stitzer, Clarksburg. W. Va.; �Iiss Marth1 Duff, Mt. Tell, W. 
[ I 
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Va.; Miss Viola Peters, Teager, W. Va., and Miss May Parsons, Jack­
son, \V. Va. These are among the more mature girls who boarded in 
the Dormitory during the past year. Every available room was taken, 
and then two ladies had to take somewhat uncomfortable rooms in the 
old building, which is to be torn down this summer to give place to the 
new addition to the Dormitory. 
We feel assured that we are so situated that we can please any 
father who values the educational and economic features of dormitory 
life, any young lady who wishes to find conveniences and comforts 
equivalent to home life while at school, or any mother who wishes her 
daughter placed under circumstances where her educational interests 
and her welfare in general will receive the same careful oversight that 
would be expected of an institution which undertakes to educate and to 
provide a substitute for home life for young ladies-and only young 
adies board in the Dormitory. 
It is especially important that the Principal have several days' no· 
tice of the arrival of young ladies, that every arrangement for their re­
ception may be perfcc-ted. 
BOARDIXG I:N° THE CITY 
Boarding in the city may be had for S10.00 to $12.00 per month; 
,rou
.
ng men and young women can rent rooms in the immediate ,·icinity 
at reasonable rates and get table board at the college at $10.00 per 
month of four weeks. Several families have already notified us of their 
willingness to take boarders at $10.00 per month, for rooms and board­
as low as could be asked. Rates vary, however, according to rent and 
other causes, in different parts of the city. 
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CHURCHES 
this city are thirteen churches for white people; some of them 
edifices, handsomely finished and furnished, and all have good 
tions. Tlle denominations are: M. E. church. 2; M. E. South, 
ist, 2; Presbyterian, 1; Christian, 1; Catholic, l;" Jewish, 1; 
Brethren, 1; Congregational, 1; Episcopal, 1. These churches 
a most cordial welcome to our students to attend all their exercises. 
SOCIAL CHARACTER 
he good people of Huntington are noted for their sociabilitv and 
ity, and these characteristics are prominent in their reception 
atment of the students of �1arshall College. 
LIBRARY AND READING ROOM 
hese are on the second floor of the new college building and are 
Ilg pretentious proportions. In addition to a library of about one 
d volumes. to be materially" increased this year, neatly arranged 
W case cf sheh·cs occupying one side of the room, library tables 
t arc well supplied with literature-fifteen of the high-priced 
iDes, twenty educational journals and twenty-five daily and weekly 
pers of local, State and national circulations. The room is fur­
With new chairs, librarian's desk and other necessary equipments. 
to be made the center of interest in our school hereafter. 
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CHAPEL 
All are requ:red to attend chapel, which consisted, for the past year, 
of two sacred songs for opening, Scripture reading, the Lord's Frayer, 
and a closing song, sacred or national, in which nearly eYery student 
joined. The different parts in music occupied separate places in the 
hall, thus adding greatly to the harmony. We are making an effort to 
still improve the chapel programme next year, making it as attracti\'c, 
as interesting, and as elevating as possible. 
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS 
The buildings, as mentioned on a preceding page, are located on an 
oblong elevation of about 25 to 40 feet above the regular river bottvm 
and about 500 feet in length, gently sloping to the rear. This elem· 
tion extends lengthwise through the middle of a 16 acre lot, one of the 
most valuable in the possession of the State. The eastern portion of 
the lot, about 5 acres, is set apart as exercise grounds for the boys, such 
as base-ball, foot-ball, etc., the ladies having their tennis grounds on 
the 11-acre section and nearer the dormitory. The entire lot is situated 
near the center of the city, almost midway between the C. & O. and the 
0. R. R. railroads, with the beautiful Ohio river two streets to the
north; the exact location is between Sixteenth and Seventeenth streets
on the east and west, and between Third and College aYenues on the
north and south. The view from the tower is one of rare beauty; on
one side th.: Ohio extending to east and west in one almost straight open
stretch for about 10 miles with the rugged but verdant .Ohio hills for a
back-ground, the splendid valley on which Huntington, Guyandotte and
Central City are located-one of the finest in the Ohio Valley-lying at
our feet, the less rugged West Virginia Hills forming a long, irregular
line of defense some distance away as the liµ1it of our southern view.
I 
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the green hills of Kentucky lifting their noble summits a few miles to 
be west, the Big Sandy and Twelve Pole rivers joining the Ohio at 
the one end of thi landscape and the Guyandotte river at the other, here 
ii a scene, a picture worthy the touch of a master liand. 
Third a,·enue, which forms the northern boundary of our lot, is 
one hundred feet wide, is paved from side to side from eventh to 
en ty-third !">treet, is lighted with arc lights, has an electric street 
railway, and is the finest street in West Virginia-the play-ground of 
bicyclists. Such is a homely outline of the beautiful landscape in the 
midst of which is located the Marshall College State Normal School. 
Our main school building was completed only last December, and is 
a model of convenience in school architecture within. The main build­
ing of the Dormitory is comparatively new, and the one hundred foot 
eection joining it will give way to a modern structure this summer, the 
one remaining undergoing, meantime, extensive repairs and alterations. 
EXPEXSES 
The following is a careful estimat.! of expenses, which we make 
from statements gi,·en us by students who attended school the past year: 
Board, forty weeks, at-S2.50 to 53.00 per week, $100.00 to S120.00 
Tuition, (pay pupils only) forty weeks, - 18.00 
Inciden ta! fees, forty weeks, 3 .00 
Washing, forty weeks, at 25 cents per week, - 10 00 
Book and stationery, - 10.00 to 20.00 
Total, - SHl.00 to SI 71.00 
All students holding appointment (see page 9) pay" no tuition, 
ereby reduc.ing the�e figures to S123.00 and $153.00. 
There is no reason why actual expenses should exceed these figurLs, 
r the right-hand includes the highest rates, most students payin� less 
an 83.CO pe;- week for board; but we wish to gi,·e outside rates so that 
one need be disappointed. 
' I 
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LITERARY SOCIETIES 
The school has two literary societies, the Virginian :i.nd the Eroso­
phian, both of which afford 0pportunities for culture in those depart­
ments for which such organizations are distinctively provided in schools 
of higher grade. Class representatives on Commencement Night and on 
Contest Night will hereafter be selected with reference to the following 
merits: Scholarship, Work in the Literary Societies, and General De­
portment. Training in the literary societies, or its equivalent, will, 
hereafter, be made compulsory from the standpoint of work in English 
requisite to graduation. The two societies will be more or less reorgan 
izecl at the opening of the year, and the work placed under the general 
oversight of the faculty, leaving the students, of course, to conduct all 
the exercises, a duty very essential in parliamentary training. One 
member of the faculty wtll always l>e present, and will be, ex-officio, 
one of the critics, his or her duty being, to aid, and to supplement the 
reports of, the regular officers of the society in this capacity. The chief 
objects of the societies will not be scramblings and "wire-pullings" for 
honors and '' for offices", but work, literary training, general culture. 
No performance will be rendered till it has been submitted to the mem­
ber of the faculty designated in advance, per term, to criticise and to 
correct all, productions for the society coming under that head,-one 
member of the faculty to look after the work in Declamation or Recita­
tion, one for Oration, one for Essay, one for Debate,-to criticise the 
outline if it be extemporaneous-one for Music, and so on. Al times, 
the Principal will act as Presiding Officer for a part of the sitting in or­
der to denlop complications in parliamentary practice, thereby offering 
advant�ges to the members for special drill. This will be done by pre­
viously assigning different members special motions, appeals, amend­
ments, etc., in a particular order, so as to involye as many phases of 
parliamentary ruling as possible. A male member of the society will 
be called to the chair in the midst of the perplexities of the occasion 
thus de,·cloped, and will be assigned the task of extricating himself 
and making all the rulings necessary to adjust the m.ttter involved in 
the discussion. 
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AN ITEM TOO OFTEN OVERLOOKED 
Both parent and pupil are too apt to overlook the fact that the value 
fan education to either boy or girl depends very mucli upon the amount 
of social culture acquired in connection with book learning. The walk, 
and talk, and habits.and manners,and neatness,and carefulne s,of young 
men and women, are just as important in an educational sense as is brain 
culture. The advantages of attending school in some town or city 
where opportunities for social culture are afforded in connection with 
regular school work, are seldom appreciated. The little extra expense 
for board in a place like Huntington, over rates offered in rural districts, 
is very much more than compensated for in the opportunities we offer 
for social culture. We are aware that some parents and young men and 
women do not realize this, and even adversely criticise these views, but 
we offer them not only as the result of personal experience but of ex­
tended observation. The changes wrought in the manners and appear­
ance of young ladi�s and gentlemen by one term's attendance at school 
where they are surrounded with improved social opportunities, arc sim­
ply remarkable in most cases. To put the matter in the light and Ian_ 
guage of a sensible and solicitous father and gentleman fr_,m the 
extreme rural districts of the Stale, who patronizes :\Iarshall College, "If 
my children don't learn anything in books the first term, I 
feel that it will pay me to send them away from home to school.'' 
Thoughtful, sensible indeed; and his opinions were more than justified 
the first term. If pare:its ha,·e daughters lo send, we arc glad to re­
ceive them in the dormitory where every effort will be put forth in be• 
half of their comforts, edu.:ation and general welfare; or, if they prefer 
that they board in the city, we are ready to look after them to whate,·er 
extent desired. Ours is the pleasure as well as the duty, and we as­
sume the task most heartily, to protect and defend our students under 
'!II circumstances, as well as to educate them. To whatever extent and 
tn whatever way parents may wish us to husband the financial interests 
of their children while at school, we cheerfully assume the task. Sim­
ply make all the requests known to us and we are read v to serve parcn t 
and pupil 111 cz.•cry -.vay posszble. 
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GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATIO�, ETC. 
Huntington is the Second City of West Virginia and is situated on 
the Ohio ri
)'
er, 293 miles below Pittsburg, 215 below Wheeling, 121 be­
low Parkersburg, 162 abo\·e Cincinnati, 8 above the Kentucky line, 
and SO from Charleston, the State Capital. The city is approachable 
via the C. & 0. Ry., the 0. R. R. R. and the Ohio river directly, the 
N. & W. R. R. which makes connections with both the above-named
roads at Kenova, 8 miles below, ancl by the K. & M. R.R., which
makes connections with the 0. R.R. R. and Ohio river steamers at
Point Pleasant, 40 miles above. This city is new, aJI having been built
within the last 25 years, is beautifully laid out, the avenue, running
parallell with the ri,·er and the streets at right angles to the avenues.
Both streets and avenues are wide, part of them are solidly paved,
and all are lighted by electricity. Gas and water works are among the
special conveniences, the water being exceptionally pure. Its healthful­
ness and the cordiality of its people are among the peculiar attractions
of the place. The public schools are of a high order, and no pains or 
money is spared to keep abreast with the times in education, in business
and in modern improvements.
STUDcNTS' NAMcS 
NORMAL AND ACADE:\1IC DEPARTME JTS 
ChMe. Edith 
Clim:, J. "-'. 
Cto:,;e. �amnel 
Cocke, Rebclcah 
C.:ook, T. G. 
C'ooper, P. W. 
Copley. Bascom 
t:ox. !\Iaude 
Cox. Pearl 
Cri�er. Olh·e 
Crawford. Ethel 
Cummings. Elmore 
Davi'-. \"auirht 
:>a�i�. Stella 
Deitz, Benrr 
Defoe. A.G. 
Dickson, 1\Iarie 
Dickson. Byron 
DinJ,!'t:>��- Mollie 
Donaldson, Dwivht 
Donaldson Willie 
Ooue...,.an. Anna 
Doolittle. Maude 
Dobbi11�. Franl< 
Duff. Martha 
Duff.J. W. 
Edens. Lilly 
Ensif,!'11, Anna 
E�hmau. Josephiul! 
Falls. Mamie 
Farley. Hiram 
Farrar. Leonard 
Fitzj!'erald. Sallie 
Fitz�erald. Anderson 
Fleshman. H. F. 
Floddiul!'. Pearl 
Flowers. Cora 
Flowers, E"a 
Fox. D. W. 
Frazier. F. L. 
Fuller. Fred 
Gast. Georj!e 
Geibel. Jc.sic 
Gebhardt, Josepll 
Gebbardl, Auna 
C:entr). Le,, 
Gibbs, B,•rtha 
Gibb�. l\laj?'gie 
Goff, Ollie 
Goff, Battie 
Gosliug. Lenore 
Gotschall, A 1ice 
C.ould. Merrill 
Gould, Eddie 
Grc-�n. Lelia 
Groj!an. Jesoe 
Gruber. Anna 
Gothard, Nona 
Haeberly, Karl 
Hammond. Nellie 
Har�ey. Maude 
Hatfield, lra F.
Hatfield. Hufus 
Harless. W. R. 
Hib11H,C. L. 
Tlil!'gin�T Oti,·e 
Hil!'1,dul)otbam, �- P. 
Hill. L. 8. 
Hill. Essie 
Hill Nanc,· 
Hitt: C'arri(! 
Hitt, Ottie 
Bitt. O,·ert 
Holmes. Tho■1as 
Holloway, Girard 
Holschuh, Sophia 
Holswade. Fred 
Howard. H. H. 
Bugh�sT Flora 
Hughes. Raebel 
Isbell. Bertha 
Jack. Clarence 
Johnston. )'laud.: 
Jones, Ollie 
J uc.;tice. Dixie 
J .stice. Littie 
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Keister, J. li. 
Kelley, Arthur 
K•lley. Harn· 
Keenan, Ellin 
Kennett, Starr
Kerr, Homer 
King. Ben nit! 
Kincait.1, Cora 
Kitchen. J IV. 
Lewis. :\I. C. 
Lee. Cary 
Lill,-. 2\Jarv 
Lindse,-. :{eJlic 
Lindse·v. Roxi� 
Love. Harn· 
LO\"C, Anna 
Lo,·ing, Beulah 
Lo,·ini,r, Allen 
Lo,·i11g-. Lelia 
Lowe, Hattie 
Lusber. Lillv 
lllallory, S. ii. 
Mnn..;fbld, Florence 
·Matier, Fran1< 
Marr-.., Leola 
Marcum, Taylor 
lllay. Lilly 
).JcAllit-ter, A1111a 
McCall, J.E. 
Mel lun!!, C. V. 
McClunJ!, Cary 
I\tcGinnis. Emma 
�lclniosh, :\lyrtlc
Mel ntyre, :\Jamie 
�lcLaug-hlin, Lou
Mead, l\tisha 
llledford, Clara 
Mi Iler, Rev. S. J.
)Iiltl.'r, Lizzie 
Miller. lllary 
:'t.liller. Emma 
Miller. Coelina 
:-Olort'land, Sadie 
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Moran, Clarence 
)lo_,-Ie, Laura 
Morris. Prof. L. E. 
�elf, Irving 
Norton. )lary 
Oppenheim. R,,.,da 
Pa111�, Frank 
Parish, David 
Parsons. Ma,. 
Patterson, NCt I 
Patterson, Earle 
Peters. Yiola 
Petty. R. E. 
Pfeifer. Josephi11e 
Pf outs. lora 
Potts, Emma 
Porter, Brack 
Prose, Brook 
Pl_vbon, \Valtcr 
Prince, Janet 
Quinn. S. P. 
Ram-,ey. Lelia 
R:iy. D. E.  
Reitz. Katherine 
Reitz, Charlit' 
Re'iS, Leonard 
Ritz, Oliver 
Ror, Blancl.u• 
Robson, Mabel 
Ro,e, Martlla 
Rutherford. A. J. 
Sand�. �ell 
Saunders. Lucy 
Sauuders, Edith 
Sayre, Theodore 
8<'a11to11, :\Jary 
Sheµpard. T. A. 
Sh�pard. Cora 
Sheppard. Xanni� 
Sike .... Austin 
Sk�rr, Lulu 
Smith. Janie
Smith. B. F. 
Smith.<.;, :11. 
Smith. V rgie 
Somerville. G. (;. 
Somerv·itle, J e:,;sie 
Stans, Eduar 
Stevens, Harl�Ln 
Stepp. Pric.,· 
�;�\�!.
r
'E;.�
la 
Stale,·, Myrtle 
S1rad1an. Anna 
train, Hassie 
Swann. EdJ:rar 
Swindler, Laura 
�mall rid�e ..• na ,·ict 
Stewart, l. l;. 
Stewart. Ada G.-dece.ased. 
Swanzweldcr. \\'innie 
Thoruburg\ J. S. 
'l'bornburlf, Frances 
'rhornburg, Lenore 
Thornburg. F. M. 
'l'hrockmortou. A1111a 
Trimmer� Stel1a 
'f'rue. \Vatter 
'J'aylor, Robert 
Thompson. Lucy 
Vinson, Benueu 
"·allon. Emma 
W n II acc. r.eorJ?ia 
Walker. Ida 
Water�. E. A. 
Warth. H. li. 
\Vashing-ton. \V, t:. 
\Vil�on, L. E. 
\Vilsou, Grace 
Wells. Cecil 
Wheeler, A. H. 
\Villiam,;;on. t. \Y.
\\"h.er, Jas. :\I. 
\Vond. Lewi� 
\\'oute11. Ji"'red 
X,•igler1 E. 0. 
BUSIKESS DEPARTMENT 
The cnrollmeut iu thi-, d2partme11! w.:,,� 
Normal and Academic 
Bu�irte!-i� 
TOTAL 
ALL DEPART:\lE)l'TS 
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MAR&HALL COLLEGE &TATE NORMAL &CHOOL 
Tble 11chool. located at Huntin,tton. in Cabell count.\·. was established by act of the Lc�islature 
ary 27, J�i. and wa_.; opened to students iu June, 1868 8. R. Thomi,sott was principal from 1868 
18'11, J.B. Powell from 1871 to 1872. J.E. Morrow from lR,2 to 1�73. J. T3. Olark from 18,3 to l!li4. A. 
CbeAt�rman from 1874 to IMO, B. H. 'l'hacks.tou from 188(. lO IAA4, W. J. Ken uy from I • 10 1�86. 
aA E. lIOd$reS from lSSG to 1896, when be resil,!11ed and wai;. succeeded by L. J. Corbly. the prcs­
lacamb,•ut. 
AL ENROI.J.'.\IENT AND NU:IIBJ!R OF GHADUATES FROl\I 'l'HE FOU1':DING 
OF TIIE SCHOOL 
YEAR. :-,;o. RN HOLLl::D. SO. G RADt: ATES. 
18(,�it) •
1871 9 
1872 105 II 
1873 161 
1874 ·;u 9 
1873 14 
1876 'n 15 
1877 73 H 
1878 l:it s 
1879 145 l" 
i-, ,s 
1881 123 
188! 107 • 
188J IO<J • 
1884 9� 
1885 1.53 8 11111(, 18•1 15 
1887 147 6 
18118 163 12 
11!89 li2 9 18'IO 165 6 1891 163 i 1892 l:s3 1893 t3i . !O 
111'14 152 -
18'15 222 i 
1896 22:? 17 
189'; 2.."ll - 19 
Tota1s - 3635 �6 
'l'blR School was continued from the date of it� c•nablbhment in the old Marshal L·ollege Build-
11"1tb additions, until 1896. when the µresent 
NEW BGILDDIG WAS ERECTED. 
• t�s. the �J(isJature appropriated the sum or Twcnty-Fh·e Thou&and Dollars {�25,f.0} to ht! la the erect1011 of a new buildL1u for Marshall College State �or111al School. '£1.1� work has been led and re..:ei\'ect b\' the Board, November 23. 18Q6. Ju 189i (Ft!bruary) the Lesc-i�lature aP.1>ro• 
�12.�llltl for the t:n•Ction of a new Boarding Department FOR LADtES. '"l'bis lJuildinsr wlll be 
te rn
n
,r 
the curr{'lll summer. the objec t bdug to ba\·e it ready for occupancy by .!ptember H. 
or thc;_openin,: of the next �es!;ion. 
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ALUMNI RtCORD 
CLASS OF 18i0--4 
Cather, Ella E .• �Tri.;. Ftet�her. St. Paul. Xeb .• taught two years in \\,.est Virgiuia. 
Crooks, E. IV. 
i\far�hall. T. l\larce:lu'i. Minister of the Gospel, Glenville, \V, Va., taught several year�. 
\Vil�on, ,v. E .• .Principal State Normal Scllool, Pro�ideuce, R, 1., in school work since Jrradu:niou. 
CLASS OF 1 il--9 
Atkiusou, Ella .A., Mrs. �lick, <.:harlcstou, \\", V� .• taught i;;e\·eral years. 
lt"Beane. \V. Belle, �iSSOJl\'"ille, \V. Va. 
Hinkle. J. R. 
Leary, S. B. 
Mason, �anuie S .. )1,s llolland, Clifton,\\""'. Ya., tauf,!ht ten year�. 
Pierpont. Julia. �lrs. Crooks. 
Rkket:-,, E. S .. ph�•i,;;iciau. Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Ta,·tor, Kate E.1 1\frs. Ki11Jl, Ash laud, Ky., taught four years in \Vr-;t Virginil .. 
Trlplctt. Sarah S., �lrs. Bagley. Ashland, Ky., taught sixty nionth'; in \Ve.st Virginia. 
CLASS OF 1872--11 
Ayers. Bueno!-i, lawyer. Uro!i:en How, Nebraska, taught se,·en years ht W�st Virginia. 
Duling-. \\..,.illie A., Mrs. Canterbury, l\J3lden,\V. Va .. ta:ight ten years. 
Eil,. Luc,· E. 
*Fi-,h�r. ·,vilJiam, Gallipolis, Ohio. 
Holt. Lona. teacher. Ceredo. \Y. Va .• bas tau(!'l.tt �inc,· �raduation. 
Huxham. Lizzie. Mrs. Dixon. Ce1nrat City, 'N. Va., tau,rht thirteen ,·ear�. 
" 
Neff. Ella E .. 'hlrs. l\litchC'tl, Caldwell, [daho. tau,t?'ht two years in \Ve'-it Virj[inia. 
Par'-Ollh. Albert S .• clerf!.\'JHatt. OriYille. California. taught �-"Ycral years in NJrtb Oa•cota. 
Philips, Robert T .. Lynchburg, Va. 
Pnchard, James M. 
Reynolds. Charle!-. J., merchant, Procton·illc, Ohio. 
CLASS OF 1 7�--9 
Blair, S. C .. County Supt. of Free Schools of Kanawha county. \V. Va., ba'i taught since graduation. 
Bryan. Thomas J., lawyer, HuntinJ,."ton, \Y, Va .• taught several years. 
Doolittle, Edward S., 1aw.,·t-r. HntttingLOn, \V. \"a., tauf!bt six years. 
11111. Geo \V., farmer, Stevens. \V, Va .. taught two yt>ar-.,. 
Oake�, Adelia. :\Ir';. \VaJ;?11er. Ironton. Ohio. taught two year., in W.!-st Virginia. 
Oake�. Geo. \V .. clerk. Huntinl!ton, \Y, Va., taught four years. 
*Peck, C. :\1 .. \Vltite"s hlills, \V. Va .. taught four years. 
•Poar. Eliaq K., Mthl Ridl,!e, \V. Va. 
Reip. David \V .. mcrcltant. \\Telch c:tade. \V. Va., t:uqtlll eight year:--. 
CLASS OP 1875--14 
Abbott, Hattie, Mrs. F'or:-tln11er, Chicago. Ill., taui;.rbt ,;;i:< year� in \Yest Viririnia . 
Ch�'-(tman. Lcwit--, chemist. Pa. R.R., Altoona, Pa .. taul{bt three years in \Vest Virt:i11ia. 
Gallaher. Ella �1 .. l\lrs. Holswade, Huntington. W. Va. 
Johuson, Emma. Mrs. \Vood. Central l.it,·. W. Va. 
Johnson. )Iary. l\lr�. Day. lluntinj?'ton, \V. Va .. taught seven y�ars. 
Knaoµ. G-eorl(e W .. pension auorn�y. Leon. )Jai;;.011 county, \V, Va. 
Laid le,, �Jan·, �Jrs. Chewninir. Et Chao11, California, taught six years, three in \\"'est Virginia. 
MaJloi\'. Yicioria. i\'Jrs. Lyons, Huntinj!ton, \V. Va. 
McGuii-c, Lewi, . \ .. Jackson county, W. \"a. • 
.Mitcht!11, Faunie. :\trs. Penn, packer, HuntlnJ?'ton, \V, Ya. 
Poa.j?'e. Anna. Mrs. Shelton, iTu11ti11g-to11, ,v. Va., tau,tln one year·. 
Poa{t�. na,·le�s. Huntington, \V. Va. 
Rilchit1-, Mary J. 
s�•itz.er. Rufu'-, taw.,•e"r, ex-�tate Senator. Huntine-ton. \V. Va. 
*Dece.ised. 
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CLASS 01'" 1876--15 
Aliff. Jo,e11h B .. Minneapolis. :II inn. 
Adkin'-, Berthold, merchant. Huntiniru·rn. \V. \'a. 
Carr, Mary, .Mrs. Fiuhu�h, Bay City, 'MichiJ?a11, tau{!ht onC' year In \Vest Virginia. 
Cbttt+eman. l\firiam, Co,�1ngto11. Ky .. t:,ught '-e,•C"ral)'ears In \Vest \'irginia. 
Gwlnn. Oth�neil E., merchant mltler, ITuntin1tton. \\. Ya., t:iuzht two years. 
BIii. Charle�. railroad sLation a,rent. �cwell. ,v. Va,, tauM"ht St!veu years. 
Baxham. Lottie, Mri,. Hatt.an, Keno,·a, W. Va., taught four Jears. 
Jn,rbam, Maggie, ?-1 rs. 'I'itus. Huntiuuton. ,v. Va. 
Lynt·h. Isa:ic B., 1:w,yer. Sp«wc1.•r, W. \'a . taught ten years. 
P•Tton, Sa1Ji�. teacher. Uuntinjl'tou, \V. Va •• h;L', taught sinct.• �radua.tion 
Pe;•ton, Ylrttinia. l\Irs. Rickets. lluntington. \V. Va , tauJ{ht three yea:-s. 
Poai.,,, .-1.lb<'rta, Hunting-1011. W. Va. 
4') 
Sb,lton, Jo>,<>pb R.. Hunting-1011. w. Va. 
Thornton. Charles L., Prof. Cid I Engineerin,r, Vanderbilt University, �a"ibville, Tenn .• taught two 
yearl'l In West Virginia. 
Wyatt. S. Prichard. teacher, �o,qy, Fa� -.:tt� county. W. Va. 
CLASS OP 1 77--14 
Adam-,. Kate,. )Ire;. Chac.c. All-..ton. :\Ia��-. tau,rht thrl"l" years in \\·e�t Virginia. 
•Aalt •. Solomon E. 
•roadburbt, Alict! �t. 
C11nninJrham. F'rank, conduclor, C. & 0. Ky.1 Bunting-ton, \V. Va .. tau.rbt t,ix ye3rtt. 
'"C amvbell. Iklen !11. 
Barrow, Vir&rinia F., �rs. Dowrh\)". Anst�d. W. Yn., taught �c�cral years. 
Badkins, William E 
lllarailliot. Flora :II. 
Pf'yton. 'l'. \Vest, lawyer, Barbours,�illc, \V. Va .. t;Lugtt three Jear�. 
Oaick. John E. 
Ro■Aon. Xellie·, Mr�. Rhou, Phoenix. Ari1.ona. 
Shor.-. Ella�-· Mrs. Cunningham, Huntiniirton, \\·. Va. 
Smith, Anait 1-:., �1 r,. )la hone. Charle..;to11, \V. Va.. 
Stewart, Viola, teacher, Gu) andouc. W. \'a., ha!I taught !'oti11cc graduation. 
CLASS OF 187 
Calvin. Lizzie B., Ccrt"'do, \V, Va. Enslow. Linn n .. cll•rk, H.ich 111011d. Va. 
Je1e-r. \\'ittie R .• �n,. BowlinJl, Co,�inl"to n, Ky. 
�b.n,..on, Char1 es F .• Supt. 8choo1s, Sherman county, �<.•braska. in &chool l\·ork since graduation . .. a,r,-., Adam T .. Ph:' �ic1an. Sisler�vi11C'. \V. Va .• taught one n�ar. 
M
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cCutc.:h?n. ""'"alter S .. 1eacber. CliftJ, \\·. \"a., has taught Mitice graduation. 
mm,, <.:ora �\., Mr". Kirth:•y, Scary, \\1, Va. 
Warth, Lou �r .. MrA. Douglas'i. Willow c;ro�e. \V, ,·a .• l:1.Ut,!bt fifte'-"' 11 year�. 
CLASS Cl' 1 79- 10 
Abbott, May L .. Mr"!. EnsiJ:?"n, Huntin,:ton. \V. \'a .• taught 'iix year�. 
Alle-n. Thoma, :U .. dru,<j?ii-,,1, Portland. Oret,[on. tau�bt three., -.!arc, in \\'e�t \'ir((inia 
goanella. Emma D., nur�e. Xrw York ch."• taught seYeral )'ears in \\.t•bt Vir.l(inia. 
•1 1.aht;r, \Vi!lic R .. Mn, 0th.')', 1lu11tingto11. \V. \'a, tau1,<ht six )t"ari; 6
8
l1tu11p1t•. George J., t•di1or, lL.1.ndlcl, \V, \'a., taught :iC\'('ral ,·ea.rg 
arµer. 'l"homa'-; �- • 
l•rrold. Charle, B .. Jl'Pneral in,uranct" 3.J!Cnt. Huntington,\\"", Va .• tauirht �l"\'l'ral years. 
M���r. L. f'ranch,. phy-;ician, Bell�,·ilh.'. W. \·a . tauvbt two yc:1.r,;. 
,.c _1:,1llo_uJ.th. Gt•or,cia L., 1\lrt:.. Harrold. Huntinttton, "'· \'a. c«.in111,, J�nuic. �r,. Stewart. Guyandottc. \\", YaH tau.rht se\'erat yea.rs. 
CLASS OF 1 0--15 
•Aaltz. Ada.m F. -tkuh:1.:,t. U1.•11ry H. 
tuhr�ua. Mar_,·. �lrq. {)a\"is. Huutin�tnn. \V. Ya .• tauj!'lll three �·ear:-i. •hrtn.r. Yirg-inia t .. :\Jr,. U.1wki11;... lluntinirton, "°'··\'a, taught four scar .... 
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Uond, Friend. clerk. Top�ka o.: Santa Fe R. R .. 'eo1n1<a, Kan. 
Cunningham. Georg-e J:"" .. lawyer. Spencer. \V. \"a. 
Enslow, A. Blanche, teacher, Hunungton. \V Va., ll�v�. taught since gradu:nio11. 
•Hil!'gins. Lou L. 
Hubbard, Thoma..• IT. B. . 
�tcGinui�. )lagJ,!ie E .• Mrs. Beale. Cuyandouc. \V. \'a., taught se,·eral .,ears. 
Peyton. F. Ora. �Ir..:. Hcullring. Huntington. \V. Ya. 
Ramsey. 'WilliantH .. a,cent C.& 0. Ry ..  Handley,\\.,. \a .. tau!!'bt Ott.! yc?ar I IM ;JJJr i.  
Thornburp-. Addie .:\I  . •  Buntilui?ton. ,,·. Ya. 
'rri.ce. Jennie .M .• Mrs. H.olfe. Huntington."'· \'a., tauu-ht two year�. 
W"ilcoxen, Julia F., teacher. Huutington, \V. Va., ta�ght c; x .rear-. 
CLASS 0¥ 1882--4 
Adkins, A 1111a C .• :'\lr.,e;. Johnson, Huntingtou, ,, .... Ya. 
McComas. Geor,:c- J .. lawyer, HuntinJ,!"ton, \V. Va. 
Reece, William s.
Sikes, lJa M., )tr,. Joh:P;oa. HutHinq-to:i. \Y. Va .• taught S.!T"Cr:1.1 y�ari 
CLASS OF 18 3--4 
*B::ubrin:t. F'rc-d .\. 
Steele. Li1tia•1 L .• Mr,. Trotter, Buckba.nnon, \\·. \'..,. 
1'hornbur,r. \"'ic.toria, )trs. Dr. Yickers., Huntln�non, \V. Ya. 
Unseld, Cora E .• 1\trs. Johnson, D21roit, l\lichigau. 
CLASS OF 188+--S 
Beckly, John H .. teacher. Dickson, \Vaync cou11tv 1 \V. Ya . ha� taught since graduation. 
Beuhring. Lee D .• letter carrier, 1lunth111to11, '\Y. Va., tanght one tcr111. 
BeubrinJr. �ora R .. Mrs. Hawkins, Lancaster, N. Y., taught ninoye:us i;1 \V'.!sl \r irginia. 
Ha�·slip, Rub� K., Cuyandone, W. \'a. 
Le�aj.'"e, lc;;aac R., physician. Huntington, \V. Ya. 
Looney, John \Y , merchant and farmer, Loonevdilr. \V. \"a .. tauj.!ht �even years. 
Shannon. �trs )1. L .. teacher. "--hite·� Creek,".,. · Ya .. has taught c;inCl ..  rraduation. 
Stephenson, Ella. Mrs. Jobn�on, Detroit. )licbi�au, tauJ!hL eil!"bL )ears 111 \\'est Yir�inia. 
Cl.ASS OF 1885---8 
Bar�e, M .. ,ttic, MrR. \\"'""illiamson, Charl<.'c;ton, \\ ... \"'a .. taught one year. 
Cammack. L. U .. insurance businc,;;s, Huntingtv,. \Y. ,a. 
Duffy. Anna. !\fn;. Peoples, 1'1entµhis, 'fcnn. 
Gallaher, Salli<.', Iluntington, \V. Va., h:tf:l. taught since gra�tuation. 
lia"\"'8tip, Okey K .• bank clerk, H1111ti11gto11. \V. Ya. 
Laid le.,·, Theodore. raucbmau, Oran�c. California. 
McLaughlin. Mau�ie. )frs \Voodwortl1, HuntinJ;!tOn. \Y. Ya .. tauglll seven years. 
Prickc11, C. M .• Dru,,-irist. Xew York. 
Cl.ASS OF J 886--15 
Beckel!, 0. F. L .. lumber dealer. :Ill. Sa,·a,,-e. Ky. 
Burch�tt, F".L .. Principal public schoolb1 "'e!-.ton. "-- Va .• �raduate Peabody );ormal Cotleg-�, in t-Jchool 
work slncl'" graduation. 
Carroll. )1amie. teacher. Guvandotte, " ... · Va .. has- taui,bt c;�"l"t1 ycarc;. 
D.\vis, Auna. Hunting-ton. \V. Va. 
,. Eg�cr.;::, John. 
F'lowPrs, E<lgar. fireman, C. & 0. Ry, Guya.ndotte, \V-. Va. 
Lalla11c�. Anna. )Ir:,. Cuppett, lqui,1uc. Cltili, taua-ht six year� in \Vcl'-t Vrginia. 
Lo,·e. A11na. :\Jr..,, Lo,·e, Mi1ton1 Cal')(',11 county, \V. Va. 
Lon•, Cltarlit>. tra,etin� satc-�mau, Huntington. W. Ya. 
McLau�blin. Hanie, Mrs. �ew111an, teacher. Huntington, \\'. Va .. ta��bt two y�ar..;. 
Morrb. Fred, lawyer, Hamlin, \Y. Ya •• taught two yearc;;. 
Remelt.", Lul:.i. �.trQ, Huff. Huntii11tto11.., \Y".Ya. 
�c-c\enger. Harry. machinii;;;t. Gu�·andotte. \\', Va. 
\\':tllac('. Lulu. tt:>acber. \\'illiamsT"ille .. \'a .• ha._ taul?bt since ,raduatic,n. 
�•cttman. Li:lu. Mr,;;. :\101,sman. llu1ninscto;i, \\". \a. 
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Cl.ASS OF 1887--6 
Miller, Leona, Leacher, Guyandotte, Ir. Ya., taught fh·c years. 
•�, J.o'rank S., Huntington. W. \"a. 
Smith, Linnie. )lrs. \Vigal, Uuntin�ton, \\'. Ya., tau'-"ht several year.:. 
•Tbor11to11, Amy. Mrs. Harris. 
ThornburJ!", J. Harvey, ch·il <•111.dneer, Huntington,\\". \'a. 
Wrhrht, Ada, Mrs. Poage, Hu11ti11u-ton. \\'. Va. 
CLASS OF 1888--11 
&ardsle.Y. Lola, MnL Northcou, lluntiu1,rto11. \\', Va .. taught tbrre years. 
Boy�r. Minnie D., �rs. Hutchinson. lluntington, \V. Va .. taug-bt five yearg, 
Bark,, Ida L., .:11rs. Wilson, lluntin1no11, Ir. Ya. 
Goff, J. L. J .• merchant, Gtc-11 1-.:1k, \\'. Va.'" tauµ-ht six ye;trs. 
Grogan. Eugene. 
Bay, Addie. teacher, 1:luntinJ,Ctou, \V. \'a .. taug-ht 'iix years. 
Hennen, Samuel, mechanic, C.uyandotle, \\�. Va. 
JlcDade. Georgia. steno�rapber :tnd type-writer. Raltimore. ::'.ld. 
llltch<-11. Demn1a, l\Jr�. ):ichols. Huntington. ,v. Ya., taught se,·eral years. 
Vau1r1tau, Kate, Mrs. Harrie,, Sc-Ima, Alabama. 
Wllcoxen, Hattie, stenographer, l:luntington, ,,. Va. 
Cl.ASS OF 1889--9 
Adkins, Xaucy. teacher. Hunti11f{to11, w. Va .. has laugbl !:duce �raduat1011. 
BurJ,ress, J:�annie C., 1-'riucip.:i.l Holderby School. Huntington, W. Va., has taujtlll since J?raduation. 
�J·ras. \V. E., book-keeper, Oentra.1 City, \V. Va., taul!ht three years. 
Kni,rlll. Irma. Mrs. Archer. Huntin�ton, W. Va 
Martin. Pearl. Charleston. \V. Va .• taujtht two yearq. 
M.,-er,. 1\Iary L .. teacher. Runti1tJ?to11. W. Va .. tauJ,t"ht three years. 
Ritz. Harrold A .. lawyer. BlueUeld. \V'. Va .. tauf!'lll one year. 
She,lton, Stella M., Mrs. Southworth. Huntiu�non. \V. Ya., taught two year ... 
Shlrkity. Leslie, teacher, Sisso11,·il1c. W. Va., has taught since ..rraduation. 
CLASS OF 1890--6 
Burki;, llary C., studc.-nt. Coll\"J!C of Music, Ci11cln11ali, taught one year in :\!arsha11 lo1lcge. 
Frtt01a11, Alice. teacher. Huntill,:!"tOu. W. Va., ha� llLuffhl since graduation, 
T�ltey. Cora M .. teacher. Huntington, \V. Va .. has taught 'ii nee graduntio11. 
::,1 ... on. Willis. L .. county sur\"eyor. Ceredo, \.\'. \'a .. has tau�ht since graduation . ... ) au. Hallie J •• Mn,. \Vashington. Huntinf:,?'ton.W. Va •• taught one year. 
n)att, Mattie n .. tl'nche-r. fluntington. \V. Va., taui;rht three years. 
Cl.ASS OF 1891--7 
En,low, J.M., farmer, Uuntlui;rtou. W. Ya. 
Knight, Huby R .• 1traclua1c Uni,·ersity of Ohio. \Vest Columbia. \\. Va. 
:ymer, A. L., li\Wycr and tC"achcr� Buffalo, \:V. Va . ba$. tauj!ht since i,rraduation. 
T
tatey, Sybil. teach<'r, 1Ju11ti11trton, ,v. Va., has tau�ht ,ince graduation. 
W
auber� Auna. Gu_,·andtHte, \\T, Va . 
.. are, Nellie.. Hu11ti111,tto11, \V. Va. 
l,;are, Sue, teachl·r,•Huntington. ,Y. Va., has taught 8iuce l,!raduation. 
CLASS OF 1892--8 
Elli,, Lotti�. Mr�. \\T allis, Hen Lomond. W. \'a. 
J.i�t. Lillian l ., 1cacl11 .. 'r, Iluntington. \V. Va .• hah laugbt i,·nce graduat1011. 
M
c endree. !\1aQ. assit-,tant Leacber. l\farsball Colll•U'e� Huntington. \V, ,·a. 
�1 urdy. Azt!l. a.."'l!-ti!--tanL to County Clerk. Buntinj?'tOn, \V. Ya. 
Middleton, J.E .• o;mJc...,man, Arnold, Abney & Co .. Cbarle!iton, \V. Ya. 
t!ter'.'I. Frank M .. Ia.c�er. )1cDowe.11 count,·, \V. Va., taug-hl one y(•ar. 
wnson, l\faud, tt-ach�r. Lluntin�ton, \V. \'a .• ha-, laU,E!"ht since graduation. are, Kate B.1 Hu11ti11g-to11. W. Va , taught two yeartl. 
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CLASS OF 1893--10 
Adkiu.s. Vadah, teacher. H:utt1ngLoa, W. Va .. taug-ln two year!=.. 
Booten. William T., teacher, ,Ya,·11e. "r· Va., bas ta::agbt since grartuatiou. 
Dad-,, Leon :\l., clerk, \Vavne. \V. Va. 
Dela.bar, Cardc M., teacher, Huntington, \V. Va., has tatHfht sine� ttra1uatio.1. 
).Iitchell. :\laud S .• Mrs. Dudley. Huntington. \V, Va. 
)lorriq, Gertrude. stude:111 Michigan University, taught one year. 
Schmauch. Auna L .• HuntiOJ?Lon, \V. \'a. 
Smith. Eddi� 11 .. ste:imboat engineer, Proctorvillr, Ohio. 
Summ'!r.s. Webir;ter �-, rnacher, !\lasou county, \V. Va. 
\Vyatt. Marion. teacher. H11 11tini.:-ton, \V, Va. 
�LASS OP 189�--5 
Bakt"r. A111rn, teacher, Gu,·andotte. \V, Va. 
Graham. Laura, teachc-r. Central City, \V. v·a. 
l\onbup. Mami�. Huutington, \V. Va. 
Robt�rtson. Lillian. teach�r. Loj?'an. \V. Va. 
Southworth. �ettie, Hu11tingto11, \V. Va. 
CLASS OF 1895--7 
Adlcius. C�rcs, 1>ost J{raduatc i-.tudeut Marshal College. 
8:1.l<er, Mamie. teacher. Central Cit\", \V. \'a. 
Cbildres..:. Emma.., Huntington. w·. Va. 
Da\·ie"I. St�lla.. post ,:rraduate j,.ludent. )larsh.all Colleire. Runting'lOn. \\·. Va 
F.l'i�nmann. Clara, teacher city �chool�. Uuntin((ton. ,v. Va. 
Pt!tersou. Florence. book•ket:'t>er Daily Herald. Hu 11tir1Jtto11, \V, Va. 
\ValJace. Dai"J• po'it ,:rraduatc student, )Iarshall College. 
CUSS OF 18%--17 
Agn�w. :\lanba, teacher, Ilunti11gto11 1 \V. Va. 
Db..011. J C. 
Dixon. :\l. J::. 
Ha�an. Dora. Huntington, \V. ,·a.
llinkle, P. A. 
:\JcOowe:l. H.osa, in the:. p◊sto!fic -., 11.Jutin�t•l:i, \V. Va. 
)loore. E1i1.abeth. teacher Ru11ti11gto11, w. Va. 
Nortou. Eugenia, teacher. Huntinj!'ton. \V. Va. 
Prtf'r-:.on. Grace. H1111tin1non, \V'. Ya. 
Pollocli, :\Tar1tarN. llunting-ton, \V. Va. 
Ramsey, Lelia, post irraduate student a:1tl aq1i1ta·1t t�:1; 1 1er ia i\TJ.n;rn.11 C.>11�:r.::. 
Rousey. Lulu, Huntinj!ton. \V. Ya. 
Smith, C.H . teacher. Ceredo, \V, \Ta.. 
Smith, \V. ,v .. saJecmrn.n for Jrnblisbin)( bou")e. 
Stout, Pl•rnie, teacher. Ripley. \\7• Va. 
\V�rtz. Eclna. teacher, Hnnlin�no11, \V, Va. 
\Vil-..011, (;race. teacher. C •nl rat Cit.\", \\T. Va. aJd p:>-,t g-ra1ua'C �:uJ.!ttl at M:1:-s·1a11 CJ11J .r�·•
CLASS OP 1897--19 
Aten. L. G •• Letart. \V. Va. John-.ton, i\Taude-, lluntin,L"ton. \\!, Va. 
Bour11e. Julian Central Cit_\·.\\·. Va. Lewis. M.C., Beech Hill, \V. Ya. 
ca.,tl>r, Laura, Hurricane. \V. v·a. Lllly. :\fan·. Huntington. \\'" Va. 
, hapman, Laura. llurrica1w, \V, Va, Lindsey. Nt!llie. Uuntin!,!tOn, \V. \·a 
Christian. Lulu. Huntington, \V. Va. Lo\·i111,t. Beulah, Charlottcs\·ille, Va. 
Coo�r. P. \\' .. Gten"ille. \V, Va. l\lcClung. C. V. 
D\'i z. H. H .. H:.11ni11gton, \\·. Va. l\J.:ttun,lt._ Cary. Rupert,"·· Va. 
F'itzg-eraltt. J. A., <'entral City. \V. \·a. Saundl."rs. LttcJ. 
l•'lesllma111 n. F.1 (;,a-,:,) Meadow�, ,v. Va. Shepard,<,;ora.. Abhlaud, Ky. 
Slit,cr. Viola, Clarl<sbnrg-, \V, Va. 
... 
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